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Coordination in CE Systems: An Approach Based on the Management of

Dependences between Activities

Abstract

Coordination is a crucial problem in CE systems and it is neither easy to obtain nor

to maintain. Our work is an attempt to develop a general model for coordination which

can be adapted for some situations in the context of CE. For this purpose, the coordination

de�nition developed by Malone [25] has been adopted. Coordination is then de�ned as the

process of managing dependencies between activities. In this context, a theoretical model is

presented that allows one to determine how to model an agent's activities and how to detect

dependencies between those activities. In our model, major concepts are developed in terms

of components of coordination, situations of coordination, coordination mechanisms and the

coordination process. In this paper, we detail this model and then, we present an illustrative

example and �nally, we identify the current status and the future evolution of our approach.

Keywords: coordination, multiagent systems, management of dependences, distributed de-

cision making.

1 Introduction

Like other engineering disciplines, concurrent engineering (CE) consists of a set of processes,

methods, data, knowledge and tools to be used to improve productivity. The CE requirements

can be broken down into the following categories:

1. Team Work. In CE, an interdisciplinary team is usually involved in a continuous cycle of

specifying, scheduling, implementing, monitoring and improving the vital activities needed

to the success of a given product. To this end, we should have the ability to i) de�ne agents

(person, process or software), ii) identify and distribute the activities needed to a given

product, iii) identify and distribute the resources needed to the di�erent activities, iv) plan

and schedule the di�erent activities resolving con�icts and favoring concurrent activities in

order to improve productivity and quality gains.
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2. Coordination Between Agents. Dependences and interdependences between agents' activi-

ties should be managed e�ciently in order to avoid con�icts and favor concurrent activities.

To achieve this, we should have the ability to i) identify dependencies between agents' activ-

ities; ii) capture the process of group decision making and de�ne strategies for negotiation

and con�ict resolution; iii) elaborate communication between agents in order to support

the group decision and negotiation.

3. Focus on Quality, Time and Stock Reduction. We generally consider CE as a multiagent

environment wherein multiple team/agents interact closely, coordinate their respective ac-

tivities by managing multiple dependencies in as timely a fashion as possible in order to

continually improving: i) the quality control; ii) the cycle time reduction and, iii) the stock

reduction. This is a major departure from the traditional engineering approach [30, 37].

This paper contributes to the second item, that is, the coordination between agents in the

context of the concurrent engineering environment. In this type of environment, the design

activities are highly interdependent. As mentioned by Klein [21], (notice that the discussion

that follows is adapted from [21]) these interdependences need to be managed e�ciently in

order to avoid the possibility of frequent con�icts and favor concurrent activities. Currently,

coordination is typically obtained through team meetings, notices, or centralized approach. In

the team meetings approach, decision makers from di�erent disciplines reason on each others'

design decisions as a team. Such meetings require generally expensive resources (e.g. wasteful

time, expensive collocation of the participants, etc.). Notices are recipes describing a design

decision sent by a responsible to all the a�ected groups that might be a�ected. In this case, we

can fail to identify all a�ected groups and we can also miss consistency. On the other hand, the

a�ected groups are often overwhelmed and might misunderstand the sending memos. Finally,

in the centralized approach, all the design decisions are gathered in one place and one decision

maker reviews them for coordinating all tasks, resources and machines. Such an approach is often

highly expensive and is not accurate enough. Furthermore, it is not generally updated frequently,

otherwise the team would swamp the available bandwidth and the centralized decision maker

would become a severe communication bottleneck.
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The weaknesses of these classical approaches have had a critical impacts on production time

and cost particularly in the CE organization. The model of coordination between agents proposed

in this paper is a step to address those weaknesses. In our model, a CE organization is considered

as a multi-agent system (MAS) composed of agents interacting more or less autonomously. These

agents have decision and communication capacities, and common and/or individual goals (possi-

bly con�icting). In that context, an agent is not acting alone on the environment. Agents act in

the presence of other agents which, at the same time, make decisions and act in the environment.

These interactions oblige agents to coordinate with each other. Unfortunately, coordination is

neither easy to obtain nor to maintain. This is a crucial problem in MAS [14, 17, 18]. Generally,

coordination has not been well understood and it has been examined from di�erent angles by

many researchers [26]. The importance and the need for developing a model for coordination

is recognized by many researchers [9, 11, 14, 18, 26]. This type of model must be general and

abstract enough so it can be used in several domains.

The purpose of this paper is to present an attempt to develop such a model that could be

adapted to any domain. This paper is organized as follows. We begin in section 2 by presenting

related work that have in�uenced our theory. We then present and motivate, in section 3,

the adopted de�nition for coordination and see how coordination is related to collaboration

in CE. Section 4 describes two types of coordination: the implicit and explicit coordination,

thereafter, section 5 introduces our model of coordination. Section 6 details an illustrative

example and section 7 gives the current status of the proposed model and present some possible

future developments. Finally, section 8 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

Nowadays, there are many approaches to CE based on multiagent systems [3, 22]. However, no

one of them studied the dependences between agents, tasks and resources in the CE context.

In this paper, we propose a model to address this shortfall. In fact, the study of coordination

is not an exclusive subject of CE research. It is rather a subject at the intersection of several

disciplines. Our theory is, of course, developed in a computer science context and more precisely

in a multi-agent context. However, the insights that are provided by other �elds of research are
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important and can not be ignored. For instance, the work of Malone [25, 26], Crowston [11, 12]

and Castelfranchi [5, 6], which brings principles and observations useful for the development of

a theory of coordination and which are not done in a computer science context, have in�uenced

our work. In this context, we have been precisely inspired by the coordination de�nition and the

components of coordination developed by Malone and Crowston. This latter, did identify one

principle on which our work is based: a coordination situation can be identi�ed by analyzing

dependencies between coordination components.

In a computer science context, the work of Decker [14] and von Martial [36] have also in�u-

enced our work. Indeed, our work exploits the task structure developed by Decker in TÆMS

and the coordination relations identi�ed in GPGP (generalized partial global planning). Finally,

from von Martial's work, important insights have been gained, for instance, the positive (hard)

and negative (soft) notion of coordination relations.

Work on coordination is not limited to these �ve pieces of work. There exists much more

research that in�uences the development of a general coordination theory. For instance, alterna-

tive approach [18, 19], coordination mechanisms [23, 32], negotiation protocols [4], conventions

managing commitments [17], mechanisms for coalition formation [33], and distributed planning

[15]. Some of this work uses strong and restricting assumptions; others are more general, but

also less e�ective.

In the CE context, Prasad [29] (pp. 220-225) has introduced seven components to the team

cooperation: 1) collaboration; 2) commitments; 3) communication; 4) compromise; 5) consensus;

6) continuous improvement and 7) coordination. The author expressed the company's produc-

tivity as the sum of individual contributions and productivity gains due to team interactions,

with the idea that interactions here may reinforce or nullify e�orts of the interacting teams. If a

magnitude of an interaction between teams is positive, it is called cooperation. If it is negative,

it could be due to controversies or unconstructive competitions between the parties involved.

Thus, the net contribution of all the working teams will depend on the signs of the interactions�

whether the e�ort is in cooperation or in controversy. This means that in any CE organization,

the e�orts of all work-groups will be mixed: some additive and some substractive. Now how

to lure positive interactions from teams/agents is what the CE management needs to explore.
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Prasad suggested a) to develop methods to work toward the �self interest� of the teammates

in such a way that the net outcome is in the best interest of both the teams/agents and the

company; b) to involve members in mapping the decomposing tasks of the CE project/work

and in identifying the time, concurrency, and resources required for each step. This work has

in�uenced our research and more speci�cally our investigation of CE by techniques issued from

the multiagent systems. Thus, the model which is presented in this paper focuses on the previous

second aspect (i.e., b))since we introduce here a theoretical model for the coordination which is

based on how to manage dependencies between agents, activities and resources. By this way, we

involve members of the CE project in the decomposing tasks and identifying the dependencies

between the sub-tasks as proposed by Prasad.

In CE also, Klein has developed the iDCSS system [20]. In this system, cooperative product

development is distributed across the three orthogonal axes of agents, perspectives and time.

Distribution across agents requires support for the sequencing of tasks and �ow of informa-

tion among participants; this is addressed by process management technologies (i.e., work�ow,

planning/scheduling). Distribution across perspectives requires to maintain consistency among

agents' design actions since these agents work on di�erent interacting aspects of the design and/or

have di�erent often-incompatible goals; this consistency is maintained with the support of con-

�ict management technologies. Finally, distribution across time requires latter on the availability

of rationale for design decisions made at an earlier stage; this availability is supported by the

memory management technologies. This work has some similitudes with our approach. Indeed,

the process management and con�ict management of Klein's model are similar to the planning

process and the selection of the appropriate mechanism of coordination, two important steps in

our approach. Klein's model seems however more appropriate for product development, whereas

our approach is abstract enough so it can be adapted to di�erent domains.

Recently, the Concurrent Engineering Research and Applications (CERA) journal has issued

a special issue devoted to �The Application of Multiagent Systems to Concurrent Engineering�

[3]. The �rst article [1] addresses the issues of design, manufacturability analysis, incremental

process planning, dynamic routing and scheduling simultaneously. A �ne-grained multiagent

architecture that has been developed to support this level of CE is presented. The second
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article [2] looks at con�ict among agents, one the primary impediments to e�ective concurrent

engineering. It presents a model of con�ict management between single functions (at the very �ne

level of granularity) considered as agents. By considering such a very �ne level, authors brings

to the surface many of the ��ne� con�icts that are generally hidden in a coarse structure. The

third article [10] discusses the design of virtual product development environment to support

the CE process. It provides a vision of tools, techniques and processes that are intended to

immerse a designer in an interactive simulation environment. The article describes the range

of services that are required, and discusses what technologies are currently available and what

is still be developed. The fourth article [13] is concerned with relationships between decision

makers. It describes precisely, how the preferences and constraints of the supervisor can be

distributed to the subordinates (using contracts), so that they can use their own knowledge,

know-how and expertise. Subordinates are free to apply their own preferences as long as they

do not violate contracted preferences. They interact to solve a problem by means of distributed

constraint satisfaction, during which search heuristics attempt to identify the best design. In

the �fth article [24], Lander and her co-workers describes some agent-based approaches in the

context of blackboard technology and presents results from a robust industrial application. In

the sixth paper, Peters and Sohi [27] propose an Object Petri-Net (OPN) model for coordination

of multiagent systems based on fuzzy clocks which takes a re�ned design-to-time approach in

real-time scheduling of CE projects. Agents tasks here are subdivided into required and optional

subtasks to take advantage of the imprecise nature of the computation performed by an agent.

Concurrent with each agent is a fuzzy clock which measures the timeliness of an agent-task

relative to temporal intervals and prescribed deadlines. In the context of a CE project, agents

cooperate with a coordinator in managing their time, and in periodically supplying tasking

status reports for a blackboard. With this approach, we can make appropriate adjustments in

the overall schedule whenever agents fail, disappear, or are in con�ict. Finally, Sobolewski's

article [35] describes a way of providing system integration by using a multiagent knowledge-

based environment that encompasses programs, tools, and knowledge bases.

Thus, the intersection of multiagent systems (MAS) and CE, although still quite new, is

becoming increasingly active. Another point of note is that the coordination seems to be the
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cornerstone of CE. However, no approach did investigate a general model for the coordination

that could be adapted to any domain or situation. The purpose of this paper is to present an

attempt to develop such a model. Before to give details about this model, we need to adopt a

de�nition of coordination and elaborate more on collaboration in CE.

3 Coordination and Collaboration in CE

A de�nition of coordination should be based on the reasons that justify the need for coordination.

In multiagent environments Jennings [17] has identi�ed three reasons justifying the need for

coordination: 1) there are dependencies between agents' actions; 2) there is a need to meet

global constraints; 3) generally, no one agent has su�cient competence, resources or information

to solve the entire problem.

These three reasons identify three cases of interactions that coordination tries to manage.

These three interactions can all be represented by dependencies between agents' activities. The

�rst case is obvious since actions are dependent. In the second case, agents must satisfy global

constraints, their activities are hence directed towards common goals. The agents' activities

are then dependent due to the existence of those common goals. Finally in the third case, one

agent does not possess all the capacities, resources or information needed to resolve a problem.

In other words, each agent is depending on the competence of other agents and hence on their

activities. These considerations show clearly that coordination consists inmanaging dependencies

between agents' activities. This de�nition which is the most cited de�nition of coordination [8,

14, 17, 18, 28, 29] is by MIT Sloan School of Management [26]. It expresses that coordination

involves actors performing interdependent activities that achieve tasks, and its analysis include

task decomposition, resource allocation, synchronization, group decision making, communication,

and the preparation of common objectives. Thus, such a de�nition is consistent with the fact

that if no dependencies exist then nothing needs to be coordinated.

In the light of this de�nition, we can see CE as a collaborative activity wherein multiple

entities interact closely by coordinating their respective activities (resolving thus con�icts and

favoring concurrent activities) in order to achieve a better product. Thus, coordination is nec-

essary to collaboration between entities (teams, computers and processes) in CE organizations.
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Without such a collaboration, the CE community may quickly degenerate into a collection of

chaotic, incohesive individuals. Table 3 shows various forms of knowledge sharing and collabo-

ration between concurrent teams, computers, and processes as discussed in [29].

Table 1: Forms of Sharing and Collaboration (after [29]).

Modes Team Computer Process

Team e.g., Help Desk, Customer

Support, Intra and Inter-

teams Cooperation, etc.

e.g., User Interface, Infor-

mation Retrieval, Data In-

puts, etc.

e.g., Interactive Mod-

eling, Analysis, CAD-

CAM, CAE, CAD/Confe-

rencing, etc.

Computer e.g., Display, Online

Help, Desktop Applica-

tions, Plots, etc.

e.g., Inter computer, LAN,

Internet, email messag-

ing, Network, etc.

e.g., Concurrent mul-

tiple processes, DNC-

Postprocessing, Concur-

rent Sessions, etc.

Process e.g., Software Agents,

System Adm., Network

Adm., Groupware, etc.

e.g., Feedback, Trouble

Shooting, Remote Diag-

nostics, Fault Mgt, Pro-

cess Control, etc.

e.g., Inter-process, Group-

ware, Remote Applica-

tions, X-windows Applica-

tions, Multimedia, etc.

As precised by Prasad (the discussion that follows is adapted from [29] (pp. 302-303)), the age

of our open world based on the competitive advantage requires to maximize the e�ectiveness of

collaboration in any CE organization. The achievement of this is generally based on coordination

of activities and sharing of responsability. On one hand, coordination of activities allow work-

groups1 (working in teams) 1) to do some activities in parallel; 2) to synchronize some other

activities; 3) to use resources e�ciently; 4) to share results at the right time; etc. All these

aspects contribute to the overall objective of CE which consists of achieving a good product in

the required time.

On the other hand, the sharing of responsability between teams, computers and process allows
1A work-group is a collection of sub-teams or people having in common interests or expertise and usually has

a short life in a CE organization.
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to maximize the e�ectiveness of cooperation and distributed decision making between these

entities. Thus, one can shift responsability from human to the intelligent agents (computers) for

routine or repetitive tasks. Some other examples include delegating responsability, reporting,

evaluating results, etc. In general, the adopted strategies of communication and coordination

determine the actions and basis of how to distribute responsability between intervening parties

in CE organization.

To sum up, we have de�ned coordination and explained why this notion is the cornerstone of

CE through the collaboration between teams, computers and processes. In fact, there exists two

sorts of coordination: explicit and implicit. The next section presents these two sorts through

the processes underlying coordination.

4 Implicit and Explicit Coordination

The development of a model of coordination involves understanding the processes underlying

coordination. According to Malone [25], the coordination process depends on group decision-

making, communication and perception of common objects. The coordination process involves

making and accepting a decision by a group of agents (for example, what is the best allocation of

tasks?). This process is generally referred to as group decision-making in the sense that several

agents must determine the best choice that ensures coordination.

Evidently, group decision-making requires that the group members communicate with each

other to determine the best choice. Communication also allows agents to update their knowledge,

particularly, the required knowledge for coordination. Finally, the process of communication

depends on the agents' capacity to perceive the same objects. The same objects include for

instance: shared variables, blackboards, common knowledge, shared situations, shared databases,

shared contexts, etc. If agents do not have this capacity, ambiguities can occur in communication

between agents. Generally, those ambiguities cannot be solved without appealing features of

agents' shared situations.

There exists two approaches to coordination: implicit and explicit coordination [7, 16]. Im-

plicit coordination is generally based on a priori reasoning. More precisely, this type of coor-

dination is possible if the CE designers can establish behavioral rules (during the speci�cation
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step) that agents are going to respect, in order to act in a coordinated manner. These rules

are generally called social rules [34]. The coordination process is called implicit because agents

choose only alternatives that respect the social rules. For instance, implicit coordination between

two vehicles (agents) that are going in opposite direction on a two-way road, can be obtained by

applying the following social rule: �An agent always drives on the right side of the road�. This

rule avoids frontal collisions. Explicit coordination, on the other hand, is done dynamically and

necessitates that agents make explicit choices to ensure coordination. In order to do such ex-

plicit choices, agents need to possess reasoning capacities on potential interactions between their

activities and those of other agents. In case of con�icts, agents generally use voting, negotiation

(consensus) or the intervention of an authority. Explicit coordination then involves identifying

coordination situations and managing those situations dynamically.

Table 2 presents a comparison of implicit and explicit coordination using the processes un-

derlying coordination. Implicit coordination is generally easier to design (less costly) and more

e�ective than explicit coordination because two of the processes underlying coordination (pro-

cesses 2 & 3 of table 2) are reduced to a minimum. Thus, the decision-making process is deter-

mined in advance using conventions called �social rules�. In this way, any agent has facilities to

coordinate her activities with other agents, and negotiation (and more generally communication)

is requested only when necessary. In the same context, communication between agents is done

by exchanging signs and signals2. Signs can be reviewed as data representing a state in the envi-

ronment with reference to certain norms for acts. The communication based on signs is generally

as follows: a sender makes a sign which refers to some state of environment and which has the

end of signifying, or letting the receiver knows the same reference. Of course, the sender and

the receiver should share a set of signs with their references in order to communicate e�ciently.

Signals are another kind of information that agents can exchange. They can be considered as

data representing time-space variables from a dynamic, spatial con�guration in the environment

and they can be processed directly by the agents as continuous variables. In communication by

signals, the signal delivered by an agent i has the end of simply eliciting a reaction by j.

In the case of explicit coordination, group decision-making and communication are time

2The communication by exchanges of sign, signal and symbol is described in [7].
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costly because they are more complex. This is due to the need for dynamically making common

decisions between agents.

Implicit coordination reduces the autonomy of an agent because an agent must only consider

alternatives with respect to some social rules. Using social rules can then, in some cases, reduce

an agent's activities. Moreover, social rules are strongly domain dependent. Thus, the social

rules about driving, stated previously, are good for an American agent, but an agent conforming

to these rules in England will certainly cause accidents. Following the same idea, social rules

oblige designers to anticipate every possible situation a priori. It can be very di�cult to do this

when the uncertainty about the possible interactions is high.

On the other hand, explicit coordination increases an agent's autonomy since the agent pos-

sesses a maneuvering margin that is not limited to alternatives respecting social rules. Moreover,

increasing an agent's autonomy implies dealing with information uncertainty about the environ-

ment.

Each agent in a multi-agent environment must be able to use both types of coordination

(implicit and explicit) depending on the situation that the agent has to consider. Indeed, in a

real environment agents are generally confronted by three types of situations: routine, familiar

and unfamiliar situations [7, 31]. Routine situations are situations where an agent reacts to

a stimulus in her environment. It is a kind of stimulus-response behavior motivated generally

by social rules. Familiar situations are situations where agents can generally coordinate their

behaviors using some predetermined patterns based on expectations of future actions of other

agents' actions and beliefs. Finally, unfamiliar situations are situations where it is di�cult to

obtain and maintain coordination, since agents need to be constantly informed of all developments

in order to elaborate their decisions. Signals and signs, previously introduced, invoke routine and

familiar situations respectively. Precisely, in routine situations, agents rely on signals to interact

e�ciently. In familiar situation they use signs to communicate between them. In unfamiliar

situations, agents generally communicate by signs or symbols. Symbols are abstract constructs

related to and de�ned by a formal structure of relations and processes which according to some

conventions can be related to features of the external world.

Notice that an environment does not generally consist of purely routine, familiar or unfa-
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Table 2: Explicit and implicit coordination regarding processes underlying coordination.

Processes Implicit coordination Explicit coordination

1. Coordination less costly to design and more

e�ective but can reduce agent's

autonomy and it is domain de-

pendent.

more costly to design and less ef-

fective but can improve agent's

autonomy.

2. Group decision-

making

static, i.e., the decision is deter-

mined in advance using conven-

tions (social rules).

dynamic, i.e., implies evaluating

alternatives and making a com-

mon decision between agents by

consensus (negotiation), by vote

or by authority (decision power).

3. Communica-

tion

generally done by exchanging

signs and signals.

generally done by exchanging al-

ternatives, evaluations and choi-

ces (symbols).

4. Perception of

common objects

perceiving same agents and ob-

jects (sharing data �les, black-

board, etc.).

knowing part of agents' inten-

tions, goals and plans.
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miliar situations. These three kinds of situations are present at di�erent instances of time. In

routines, coordination is implicit because interactions are predictable and the management of

these situations can be determined partially or completely a priori. In familiar situations, coordi-

nation can be implicit or explicit (or a mixture of both) depending on the existence of prede�ned

rules for the coordination in those situations. In unfamiliar situations there are no adequate

rules to ensure coordination insofar as interactions are uncertain and dynamic. In this type of

situation, the only way is the explicit coordination ensured by agents which are capable to reason

about their potential interactions and negotiate with one another as needed. In this case, it is

convenient to design 1) agents that are able to reason explicitly about other agents; 2) agents

such as each agent must be able to evaluate the consequences of her decisions on others and the

consequences of others' decisions on her goals and actions.

5 Model of Coordination

In this paper, we examine an approach for the implicit coordination. We achieve this in a sim-

ulated environment where autonomous agents manage their activities according to the available

resources. These autonomous agents try to �nd the best way to coordinate their activities in the

simulated environment and in the sense, they use the explicit coordination. Rules of coordina-

tion tested and validated in the simulated environment constitute �local� rules of behavior that

lead agents to act in apparently coordinated way in the real environment. Thus, we use explicit

coordination in a simulated environment to determinate rules for the implicit coordination in

the real environment.

To present our model, the next section �rst de�nes what we called dependencies. Once this

is done, section 5.2 will present how our theory tries to manage those dependencies.

5.1 Dependencies

Malone has presented four coordination components used to analyze coordination [25]: agents,

resources, tasks and dependencies. In our model, agents are de�ned as entities capable of ex-

ecuting tasks and capable of making decisions on the execution of their tasks. Resources are

objects in the environment (including information) that are used and/or created by tasks. A
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task is work to be done, i.e., a sequence of actions executed by an agent toward achieving a

goal. This work can be physical like �lifting a block�, or cognitive like �processing a piece of

information�. Finally, dependencies are presented as components but their nature is di�erent

than the three other components. If a component x depends on a component y, then there exists

directed relation from x to y. The meaning of this relation hinges on the components involved.

It can mean, in the case of x and y being agents, that x is under the authority of y; in the case

of x and y being resources, that x is a part of y; or, generally, that x can not be realized without

the action or intervention of y3. Three attributes can characterize dependencies:

Unidirectional/Bidirectional: An unidirectional dependence of a component x on a compo-

nent y means that x depends on y but y is independent of x. Unidirectional dependencies

are simply referred to by dependence. On the other hand, bidirectional dependencies are

referred to as interdependence, meaning that x depends on y and y depends reciprocally

on x. Moreover, interdependence usually exists between components of the same nature

(agent-agent, resource-resource or task-task).

Explicit/Implicit: An explicit dependence is generally known by an agent (this knowledge

comes from communication or from the design of the MAS). Explicit dependencies are

useful for detecting coordination situations and inferring implicit dependencies. Implicit

dependencies are hence dependencies inferred from explicit dependencies. For example, a

dependence of a task on a resource is usually known (resources needed by the task), but

the interdependence between two tasks using a common resource must be inferred.

Hard/Soft: Hard dependencies are dependencies that must be considered and solved in order

to achieve an agent's activities (i.e., necessary). For example, a hard dependence of task

T1 on task T2 can mean that T2 must be achieved before starting to execute T1. Soft

dependencies are useful but not necessary. For example, a dependence of task T1 on

resource r is soft if the utilization of r improves the execution of T1, but not using r does

not inhibit T1 from being achieved.

3In some cases, y can only improve the progression or the resulting state of x.
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Table 3 presents explicit dependencies that can exist between agents, resources and tasks.

Each cell represents a type of dependence that is a directed relation. For example, dependence

type 3 represents the dependence of an agent on a task. Precisely, each cell answers the question:

�How component x can depend on component y?�. Thus for example, cell 3 answers the question

�How agent ax can depend on task Tj�.

Table 3: Typology of explicit dependencies between two components.

Agent (a2) Resource (r2) Task (T2)

Agent (a1) (1) a1 depends on a2

if a2 has authority

on a1; or if a2 pos-

sesses a commitment

toward a1

(2) a1 depends on r2

if the possession of r2

is necessary for a1; or

if a1 must manage r2

(3) a1 depends on T2

if the execution of T2

is necessary for a1

Resource (r1) (4) r1 depends on a2

if a2 possesses r1; or,

if r1 is managed by

a2

(5) r1 depends on r2

if r1 is linked phys-

ically or logically to

r2

(6) r1 depends on T2

if the existence of r1

hinge on the achieve-

ment of T2 (i.e. T2

create r1)

Task (T1) (7) T1 depends on

a2 if a2 possesses the

capacity of executing

T1 (i.e. the achieve-

ment of T1 depend on

the e�ort of a2)

(8) T1 depends on r2

if using r2 is neces-

sary for executing T1

(i.e. T1 wouldn't be

achieve without us-

ing r2)

(9) T1 depends on T2

if T2 is a sub-task of

T1; or if there exists

a domain dependent

relation between the

two tasks

The dependencies presented in table 3 are hard. Soft dependencies can be obtained in a similar

table in which terms as �necessary�, �hinge on�, etc. are substituted (implicitly or explicitly)

by �useful�, �facilitate�, etc. Moreover, cells 2-4, 3-7 and 6-8 of table 3 are complementary

from a coordination viewpoint. For instance, if agent ax wants to execute task Tj (agent-task
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dependence (3)) and Tj can be executed by ax (task-agent dependence (7)) then if ax has time,

it can execute Tj and there is no coordination problem relative to the task execution capacity.

It is also important to note that the relationships presented in this paper are those that we

judge interesting for modeling coordination. Of course, other relationships exist between agents,

resources and tasks but, at this stage, they have not been judged interesting in our approach.

We can also see how table 3 includess Prasad's approach on possible relationships between pairs

of tasks as precised in [29] (pp. 182-183) in the CE context. According to this author there

are four possible ways for the possible relationships between pairs of tasks: dependent tasks,

semi-independent tasks, independent tasks and interdependent tasks. A pair of tasks is said to

be dependent if a task requires information, which is an output from another task. This type of

relation is precised in table 3 by (9) under the vocable �domain dependent relation between the

two tasks�. Similarly, a pair of dependent tasks is said to be semi-independent if the transfer of

output from one to the other is only a partial transfer. This relation is precised in table 3 by also:

�domain dependent relation between the two tasks�. Independent tasks has no representation

since we do not need them for coordination, and interdependent tasks (Ti and Tj) mean that task

Ti is in relation with Tj and vice-versa. Thus, the dependence notion presented here, between

agents, tasks and resources, is more general and can be adapted to any application for studying

the coordination. Now the question is: how can agents manage these dependences? The next

section deals with this point.

5.2 Management of Dependencies

Our �rst objective is to represent an agent's activities in order to manage dependencies between

di�erent activities. To do this, we should adopt a representation of the two components: tasks

and resources. The component task is represented by task structures based on TÆMS [14]. In

TÆMS, one distinguish two levels: the objective and the subjective levels. The objective level

describes the essential, `real' task structure of an episode (a particular problem-solving situation).

The subjective level describes the agent's local view of the objective problem-solving situation

over time (e.g., how much does an agent know about what is really going on, and how much does

it cost to �nd out). This subjective view is essential for evaluating control algorithms, because
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agents must make decisions with only subjective information about the current episode. In this

context of two levels, the objective task structure of a problem-solving episode can be described

as follows: an episode E consists of a set of task groups T ; E = hT1; T1; : : : ; Tni. Each task group

has an arrival time End(Ti), and a deadline D(Ti). Each Ti is represented by a directed acyclic

graph. The nodes of the graph are called tasks T. The root task is denoted by a task which is

usually represented by the entire task group T . Tasks that have no children, but that are not

the root task, are called subtasks. Tasks that have no children, are called methods noted M .

The main di�erence between our model and TÆMS model comes from our representation of

resources. Resources are modeled using six attributes: shareability, exhaustibility, transferability,

volatility, quality and cost. Another di�erence comes from our modeling of the utilization and

the creation of resources that can be considered as hard or soft dependencies.

The existence of dependencies between agents, tasks and resources does not mean that there

exists a situation that needs to be coordinated. If a situation exists where coordination is

required then it is called a coordination situation. Generally, di�erent situations of coordination

can be identi�ed based on the di�erent dependencies that exist between components and some

conditions characterizing those situations. For example, there exists a coordination situation if

under some conditions a task can't use a resource because of the existence of other tasks. For

example, in a �exible workshop, if a tool can be used by two tasks executed by two di�erent

agents, these two tasks are then dependent regarding the utilization of the tool, and, there exists

a coordination situation if these two tasks need to use the tool at the same time and this tool

can only be used by one task at the same time (shareability of the tool). For identifying these

situations, it is necessary to determine how tasks executed by di�erent agents can be dependent.

In MAS, a task can be achieved by one or more agents using and creating one or more resources,

these possible dependencies can be represented by di�erent types of situation for coordination

as follows:

1. tasks access the same resources (utilization and creation, i.e., task-resource and resource-

task dependencies, i.e., cells 8 and 6 in table 3);

2. tasks possess explicit dependencies, generally domain dependent (task-task dependencies,

i.e., cell 9 in table 3);
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3. tasks can only be executed by some agents, i.e., di�erent capabilities; or, the same task

can be executed by di�erent agents (redundancy), i.e., same capabilities (agent-task and

task-agent dependencies, i.e., cells 3 and 7 in table 3).

Each of these types of situations can be a coordination problem or a coordination opportu-

nity. A coordination problem is a situation that must be resolved in order to accomplish a task

successfully. A such problem is generally detected thanks to hard dependencies. A coordination

opportunity, on the other hand, is a situation that can be exploited to gain at the task execution

level, and this opportunity is generally detected thanks to soft dependencies. Once a coordina-

tion situation is detected, agents must determine which coordination mechanism must be used

for solving the problem or exploiting the opportunity. A coordination mechanism is a method

followed by all agents (for example, negotiation protocols) that allows to process a situation of

coordination. To process a situation of coordination, agents propose di�erent solutions and adopt

the pertinent one by using voting, negotiation (consensus) or the intervention of an authority.

Once a solution regarding a coordination situation is adopted, there exists generally an agree-

ment between agents involved. The chosen mechanism then allows agents to set commitments

in order to ensure that they are going to respect the established agreement.

Finally, in an MAS, if a dependence exists between the activities of two agents, then one of

those agents must inevitably detect this dependence in order to coordinate her behavior4 with

the other agents. Before executing a task, an agent must verify the existence of a coordination

problem or opportunity between her tasks and others' anticipated tasks. To do this, some

information must be exchanged between agents. The coordination process can be de�ned as

the dynamic execution of some steps (for instance, the exchange of information) needed to

detect and manage coordination situations. More speci�cally, the coordination process consists

in identifying coordination situations and applying the corresponding coordination mechanism

in order to resolve problematic interactions while taking advantage of cooperation opportunities.

The results of the coordination process is a series of commitments between agents that ensure

and improve the execution of agents' tasks. A coordination process generally includes :

4In centralized social organization, the agent managing dependencies is generally called the coordinator, i.e.,

the agent having the responsibility of coordinating the others.
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1. Planning: each agent plans her activities;

2. Detection of Situations of Coordination: agents communicate between them their

(partial) plans in order to detect situation(s) of coordination ;

3. Distributed decision making: the group selects the appropriate mechanisms of coor-

dination to coordinate the partial plans;

4. Commitments: as result of the distributed decision making, agents are committed to do

new (partial) plans;

5. Execution: agents try to achieve their respective plans in order to respect their commit-

ments;

6. Management of Commitments: agents communicate their partial results with respect

to their commitments. They have also to manage the unrespected commitments.

6 An Illustrative Example

We consider an example where two machines controlled by intelligent softwares (in this case, we

have agents A and B where agent = machine + intelligent software) are required to place some

piece of metal in a lathe, one (i.e., A) making a bolt and the other (i.e., B) a nut. Obviously, only

one agent can use the lathe resource (R) at a time. We assume that such activity is an unfamiliar

one for A and B which have other routine and familiar activities that are not considered here.

The actions that A and B need to do in our example are (with i 2 fA;Bg):

1. mi : agent i moves to the lathe;

2. pi : agent i places the piece of metal in lathe;

3. bi : agent i makes a bolt;

4. ni : agent i makes a nut;

5. fi : agent i returns from the lathe.

Agents A and B are considered here as autonomous agents having planning, decision-making,

acting and communication capacities (in the current version, the communication capacities are

based on interagent exchange using mailboxes). Furthermore, A and B are assumed sharing

knowledge about their activities and about the model of coordination presented in this paper.
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In this case, A and B can interact in order to coordinate their actions. To do this, they have to

1) plan; 2) detect situations of coordination, 3) make decision(s); 4) be committed to replan if

necessary; 5) achieve their plans. A and B are further assumed to know the preconditions, the

during condition and the postconditions. In these conditions, agents A and B can produce the

following plans:

A: mA �! pA �! bA �! fA

B: mB �! pB �! nB �! fB

If we formally provide details on the components of coordination, i.e., actions, agents and

resource, we can give an analysis of explicit dependencies between each pairwise of these three

components as indicated in table 2. For our illustrative example, we only give su�cient details

behind this analyze. Thus, dependence type (6), (7), (8) and (9) (see table 2) allow agents to

establish the following situations of coordination:

1. bA and nB con�ict one another because they share the same non-shareable (and non-

consumable) resource R;

2. bA has precedence5 over pB, but not vice versa;

3. nB has precedence over pA, but not vice versa;

4. pA and pB each have precedence over the other, but cannot be executed in parallel.

Let x�A and x+A denote respectively the beginning and ending of the action x done by A. Let

also the notation (x�A; R; x
+

A) denotes the sequence that agent A plans to do with the resource

R. In these conditions, agents A and B make the following decision in order to meet some of the

previous constraints:

A: (p�A; R; p
+

A) �! (b�A; R; b
+

A)

B: (p�B ; R; p
+

B) �! (n�B; R; n
+

B)

A and B exchange those decisions and detect the following critical region:

5An action a has precedence on another action b if, and only if, a can be executed while b is suspended. Notice

that if a+ � b� the precedence constraint between a and b is called �temporal precedence�.
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(p�A; R; b
+

A) con�icts with (p�B ; R; n
+

B)

Now agents A and B have to select an appropriate mechanism (or algorithm) to solve this

synchronization problem. This synchronization problem is precisely a critical-section problem

for which semaphores can be

implemented e�ciently in order to solve it. If we give our agents the opportunity to use

interagent-communication scheme using mailboxes, they can agree on the following coordinated

plans:

1. solution for agent A:

mA �! [(B?f+B )�A;mboxA; (B?f+B )+A] �! [(B!p�A)�A;mboxB ; (B!p�A)+A] �! (p�A; R; b
+

A)

�! [(B!f+A )�A;mboxB; (B!f+A )+A]

2. solution for agent B:

mB �! [(A?f+A )�B ;mboxB ; (A?f+A )+B ] �! [(A!p�B)�B ;mboxA; (A!p�B)+B ] �! (p�B ; R; n
+

B)

�! [(A!f+B )�B ;mboxA; (A!f+B )�B ]

In this scheme, each agent is assumed to have her own mailbox. In this case, the interagent-

communication is the following: when the agent i send a message s to j she puts it in the mailbox

of j; and when i receives something, she receives it in her mailbox. More precisely, The operation

�i sends s to j� can be noted [(j!s)�i ;mboxj ; (j!s)
+

i ), and the operation �i receives s from j� is

[(j?s)�i ;mboxi; (j?s)
+

i )].

Notice that the synchronization is not done by a central synchronizer but by the two agents

A and B which adopt a mechanism of coordination according to their capacities and knowledge

about the situation. The plans that they are committed to achieve allow any interleaving or

parallel execution that does not lead to deadlock. If we suppose now that this example re�ects

a routine activity, that is, a repetitive activity, then the same coordination between A and B is

not done by agents themselves but by the designer. Coordination in this situation, is generally

ensured by a �x algorithm which solves e�ectively the critical-section problem. In this case,

agents do not plan, do not make a decision, they only execute the same �x algorithm. They

behave like reactive agents for which the coordination is implicit.
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7 Current Status and Future Work

We are currently soliciting actual product examples from a varied group of companies (automo-

tive, robotic systems, and computer industries). By end 1998, we expect to complete a software

prototype for coordination according to the model presented in this paper.

Currently, our work does not exploit the resource-agent and agent-resource dependencies

because it doesn't seem useful, at this stage, to distinguish between the utilization and the

possession of a resource. For example, to use a printer (resource), an agent must take control

(logical possession) of the printer in order to print (task) a complete document. However, we

can not discard these types of dependence without further study.

Future work will describe in more detail the coordination components, situations, mechanisms

and processes introduced in section 5. Firstly, coordination components will be described by

introducing the representation used to model them. Secondly, coordination situations will be

modeled to explain how an agent can detect these situations. Thirdly, coordination mechanisms

will be categorized and then linked to coordination situations. Finally, we will present the

coordination process by algorithms de�ning the steps needed to detect and manage coordination

situations using coordination mechanisms. Long-term work included the validation of our model

with a real world implementation.

8 Conclusion

This paper has presented a model for coordination which uses dependencies between agents, tasks

and resources. This model is very general and it can be adapted to several domains including

CE activities. For this model, we have explained why the Malone's de�nition of coordination

has been choose to develop it. We have discussed why it is important to use implicit as well as

explicit coordination. Then, we have presented a topology of dependencies between components

of coordination: agents, resources and tasks and explained how to manage these dependencies in

order to obtain and maintain coordination between agents. We have also presented an example

which illustrates the applicability of the proposed model. Finally, we have given the current

status of the proposed model and presented some possible future developments.
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